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The expansion of urban underpass has become the mainstream of development to cope with urban congestion, and the eﬀect on
adjacent existing structures during enlarging construction is also an important issue in the construction process. In order to better
understand the inﬂuence of tunneling on adjacent structures, the pedestrian underpass expanding project above-crossing Xi’an
Metro Line 1 was investigated. The aim was to analyze the deformation curves characteristics of adjacent structures by ﬁeld
observation of ground settlement, heave of existing tunnels, and settlement of piles. The results show that the ground settlement
curve in the vertical direction of the underpass is similar to the shape of V, and the maximum settlement appearing in the center
line of underpass is 18.7 mm. Due to the eﬀect of existing tunnels on the ground deformation, the settlement curve in the parallel
direction of the underpass is similar to the shape of M. Above-crossing tunneling would cause the existing tunnels to heave, and
the heave mainly occurs in the range of −6 m to 12 m between the pedestrian tunnel face and the center line of each tunnel. The
heave curve is similar to the shape of inverted U. The settlement of piles is linear with its axial stress and signiﬁcantly aﬀected by its
location. The settlement curve of piles is similar to the shape of S in two dimensions. On the basis of deformation curves, this paper
presents some equations to describe the shape of V, M, inverted U, and S, respectively, by the inverted Gaussian distribution curve,
superimposed Gaussian distribution curve, Gaussian distribution curve, and arctangent function.

1. Introduction
Due to the demand of urban construction and highly
congested urban, an increasing number of tunnels are
being or have been constructed adjacent or above existing
tunnels or building foundation to meet the increasing
requirement of transportation. Meanwhile, there are also
a numerous number of tunnels that need to be expanded
urgently to meet existing operating demands. Surface deformation during and after construction is a considerable
topic, and there will be many factors causing deformation
[1–6]. Ground settlement induced by tunnel excavation has
been studied extensively [7–14]. It is widely reported
that the settlement curve for a single tunnel takes the shape
of an inverted Gaussian distribution curve symmetrical to
the tunnel axis at right angles [15]. Using a Gaussian
distribution curve to describe the ground settlement curve
was ﬁrst proposed by Peck [7] and later veriﬁed by ﬁeld and
laboratory tests [16, 17]. Byun [18] conducted a large-scale

model to investigate the ground behavior during construction of a new tunnel crossing beneath the existing
tunnel. The interaction between tunneling in sand and
surface structures is investigated by centrifuge to show the
result that assuming a no-tension interface between the soil
and the structure is essential to the soil-structure interaction [19]. Wang [20] conducted a FE analysis of
surface settlement above a shallow tunnel in soft ground
and examined the inﬂuence of soil creep, consolidation,
and lining permeability.
Many previous studies examined the interaction between tunnels during construction of above-crossing tunnels by means of centrifugal and physical tests and the
establishment of 3D FE models [21–23]. Liang [24] proposed
a simpliﬁed analytical method for evaluating the behavior of
underlying tunnels to obtain a better mechanical understanding of the above-crossing tunneling on the existing
tunnels. Do et al. [25] performed a series of 3D numerical
analyses to investigate the inﬂuences of the constructions
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process on two parallel and stacked tunnels. Choi and Lee
[26] carried out a series of physical model tests to investigate
the various factors which affect the mechanical behavior of
the existing and new tunnels during the excavation. Ng [27]
performed a series of 3D FE analyses to investigate the
interactions between large parallel twin tunnels in stiff clay
by using the NATM. Kimmance [28] described the measured results of existing tunnels and found that tunnel
settlement generally occurred when a new tunnel was
constructed beneath it.
Tunneling under the foundations of structures is becoming more common because of the lack of available space
for infrastructure. As the anisotropy of loess increases the
uncertainty of the effect of tunneling on adjacent structures
[29–33], the interaction between newly constructed tunnels
and existing piled foundation becomes a significant issue
[34–38]. Lueprasert [39] recommended an assessment
method to assess the impacts of an adjacent pile under loading
on a tunnel for establishing a preventive measure in the design
stage. Marshall [40–43] introduced an efficient analytical
approach to estimate the effect of constructing a new tunnel
on an existing pile. Ng [44] carried out a series of threedimensional centrifuge model tests to study the effects of twin
tunneling activity on existing single pile and found that the
settlement of pile induced by excavation is closely related to
the relative depth of pile. Lee and Bassett [45] presented
influence zones based on the normalized pile tip settlement
from both model tests and numerical analysis, and Selemetas
[46] suggested influence zones from field observation.
In previous studies, there were few cases of the introduction
and studies of above-crossing tunneling. In addition, the case of
rectangular tunneling is almost nowhere to be found. Because
the geometric symmetry of the rectangular tunnel is worse than
that of the circular tunnel and stress concentration often occurs
at the angle of structures, the construction of the rectangular
tunnel may have a greater impact on the adjacent structures.
Based on the case of Xi’an underpass expanding project abovecrossing Metro Line 1, this paper studies the effect of rectangular tunneling on the deformation of adjacent structures
through a large number of measured data and analyzes the
deformation law. The aim was to provide experience and basis
for similar projects in the future.

2. Project Overview
2.1. Brief Description of Project. The project along to West
Changle Road is located in the central section of Xi’an,
China. A plan view and two cross-sectional views of adjacent
structures of the project are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The existing tunnels in service run east–west
and belong to Line 1 of Xi’an Metro. They are horizontally
parallel and referred to “North Tunnel” and “South Tunnel”.
The existing tunnels were excavated by the shield method.
The clearance between them is 9.0 m, and the internal and
external radii of the lining are approximately equal to 2.7 m
and 3.0 m, respectively. The overburden depth of the existing
tunnels crown is about 16.4 m.
The existing pedestrian underpass is 60.0 m long, which is
divided by two tunnels into a north part of 12.0 m, a middle
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Figure 1: Plan view of the project.
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Figure 3: Section view of 2-2.

part of 15.0 m, and a south part of 33.0 m. The clear height and
width are 3.0 m and 9.0 m, respectively, and the depth is 7.4 m.
The thickness of the lining is 500 mm. The pedestrian underpass runs south–north and was constructed before two
tunnels. Due to the rapid development of Xi’an city and the
increasing of population density in this area, the space of the
pedestrian underpass is not enough to meet operational needs
and it needs expansion referring to urban construction
planning. A new pedestrian underpass construction scheme
expands the clear height and width to 4.2 m and 12.0 m,
respectively, and the depth is unchanged. The excavation zone
is divided into three steps, and the sequences are referred as
the number of 1, 2, and 3. The thickness of the primary and
secondary lining is 200 mm and 300 mm, and the total
thickness is the same as before. Specific characteristics dimensions are shown in Figure 4(a). Construction scheme and
sequence are shown in Figure 5(b).
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Figure 4: (a) Characteristic dimensions of existing and new pedestrian underpass; (b) construction scheme and sequence.
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An existing building with piled foundation is located in
the southeast corner formed by pedestrian underpass and
two tunnels. The clearance between building and South
Tunnel is approximately 5.0 m, and the clear distance between building and pedestrian underpass is about 16.0 m.
Piles could be assumed to arrange in a square with sides
length of 20.0 m. The length and diameter of each pile are
15 m and 0.6 m. Piles are arrayed in a five-by-five formation
which means the distance between two adjacent piles is
5.0 m.
According to the feasibility study and economic and
technological comparison, the construction sequence from
south to north is selected to cater to the surrounding environment. Each sequence includes excavation, installation
of the primary lining, and the secondary lining. The length of
each tunneling process is 3.0 m, and the time between two
adjacent processes is 2 days. The entire project is divided into
20 sequences and lasts 40 days, as shown in Figure 5.
2.2. Site Conditions. A typical geological profile of the
project is shown in Figure 6. The subsurface ground on the

site consists of backfill (0.0∼1.9 m), new loess (0.5∼5.5 m),
saturated loess (3.5∼17.3 m), paleosol (13.2∼18.5 m), old
loess (15.3∼21.9 m), and silty clay (maximum 39.4 m). The
groundwater table fluctuates seasonally between 5.4 m and
6.8 m, and the groundwater table is assumed to be 6.0 m deep
in these analyses.
2.3. Monitoring Program. During the expanding process, the
deformation of the ground, existing tunnels, and piles are
monitored. The layout of the monitoring points on the
existing tunnels is shown in Figure 7. The letters “NMP” and
“SMP” indicate “North Tunnel Monitoring Point” and
“South Tunnel Monitoring Point”. The points are arranged
by the distance of 6 m. The layout and numbering rules of the
pile are shown in Figure 8, and the position of the monitoring points is at the top of each piled foundation. The
layout of the monitoring points on the ground surface is
shown in Figure 9. The letters “GMP” of the monitoring
point mean “Ground Monitoring Points”. The points are
arranged vertical to the underpass by the distance of 6 m.
Furthermore, 5 monitoring points are laid parallel to the
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underpass to match the key points or sequences in the
project which are shown by red lines.

3. Field Observation Results
3.1. Ground Surface Settlement. After screening a large
number of original ground surface settlement data, correcting errors, and fitting process, the settlement curve of
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Figure 8: Layout of piles.

ground monitoring points during the expanding process is
shown in Figures 10 and 11. The layout of the monitoring
points GMP1∼7 in Figure 11 references the location of
GMP4-5 because they have the maximum settlement in this
analysis. Except monitoring during construction, a measurement was also carried out 20 days after the completion of
construction. We can conclude that the ground settlement
could be divided into four stages. Minor disturbance stage:
when the pedestrian tunnel face has not crossed monitoring
points and the distance between them is more than −3 m, the
overall trend of settlement increases slightly with the construction. Rapid development stage of settlement: when the
pedestrian tunnel face is close to and further crossing the
monitoring points, the ground settlement develops rapidly
during this expanding process, and this phenomenon mainly
occurs in the scope of −3 m to 9 m relative to the monitoring
points. The maximum settlement rate can reach 1.83 mm/d.
Slow development stage of settlement: the pedestrian tunnel
face has a certain distance from the monitoring points, the
underpass lining has a certain strength initially, the influence
of construction gradually decreases, and the deformation
rate slows down. At this time, the settlement value of each
monitoring point has reached 92% of the maximum settlement. Settlement stability stage: the pedestrian tunnel face is
far away from the monitoring points, the strength of lining is
formed, the surface deformation tends to be stable, and the
disturbance of the surrounding soil is stopped due to expansion was finished. The same settlement characteristics also
appeared in other sections of Xi’an subway construction [47].
The maximum settlement of some typical monitoring
points of the ground surface is shown in Figure 12. The
ground settlement curve in the parallel direction of
the underpass is similar to the shape of M. As shown in
Figure 12(a), the point GMP4-4 is about 15 m ahead the
point GMP4-2 along the tunneling direction, which means
GMP4-4 was excavated 10 days earlier than GMP4-2. Both
monitoring points are located directly above existing tunnels, but the settlement of GMP4-4 is about 1.25 mm less
than GMP4-2. This phenomenon is mainly ascribable to the
reason that the effect of tunneling makes the surrounding
soil disturbed and the stiffness decreased. As GMP4-2 is
disturbed longer, its settlement is higher. Furthermore, the
settlement of GMP4-2 and 4-4 is less than that of GMP4-1,
4-3, and 4-5, and this phenomenon is mainly ascribable to
the fact that the existing tunnels could support the soil to
prevent the surface from settling.
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A comparison of the settlement of the monitoring points
(GMP1∼7) shows that the ground settlement curve displays
an approximately symmetrical single-trough shape V in the

vertical direction of the underpass. The maximum ground
settlement occurs within the scope of the underpass, and the
peak appears at the center line of the underpass.
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3.2. Existing Tunnels Heave and Pressure. The development
of the existing tunnels heave and the maximum heave for
some typical monitoring points are shown in Figure 13.
Due to the influence of the construction direction, the pedestrian tunnel face crosses ST first, which leads to the
phenomenon that ST heave curve slope increases earlier
than NT. The phenomenon of the heave difference between
ST and NT is mainly ascribable to the reason that the
surrounding soil is disturbed when the pedestrian tunnel
face reaches existing tunnels. Soil looseness would cause
changes of tunnel linings stress, which is manifested by the

occurrence of heave. Since the ST is affected by tunneling for
a longer time, the maximum heave of ST is larger than NT.
When the distance between the pedestrian tunnel face and
the center line of ST is more than 6 m (x < −13.5 m), the effect
of tunneling on the two existing tunnels is basically the same.
For ST, when the distance between pedestrian tunnel face and
its center line is less than 6 m (x > −13.5 m), the heave of ST
increases rapidly, and the tunneling effect would continue
until the pedestrian tunnel face exceeds the center line about
12 m (x < 4.5 m). Then, the heave tends to be stable, and 93%
of the total heave has been completed. For NT, the heave
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curve has the same turning points as ST. The heave rate
increases when the distance between pedestrian tunnel face
and its center line is less than 6 m (x > 1.5 m), and the deformation tends to be stable when the pedestrian tunnel face
crosses the NT center line about 12 m (x < 19.5 m).
A comparison of the heave of the monitoring points (NT
and ST of MP1∼7) shows that the heave of existing tunnels
displays an approximately symmetrical single-trough
inverted shape U. And the maximum heave of tunnels
occurs at the center line of the underpass.
The final stress variation distribution of the seven
monitoring points of existing tunnels studied in this paper is
shown in Figure 14. It is well known that the change of lining
stress is mainly caused by the deformation of tunnels. The
tunneling behavior will be the deformation of the surrounding soil around the existing tunnels and reduce the
constraint on it. Monitoring points N(S)MP1 are selected to
study the stress distribution of NT and ST. Figure 13(a)
clearly shows that the difference in the displacement of two
tunnels results in a phenomenon that the stress at the crown
of the ST is greater than the stress at the NT. Moreover, the
stress variation of the inner edge of the existing two tunnels
is smaller than the stress variation of the outer edge. The
reason is that the existence of the existing tunnels reduces
the influence of expansion disturbances on the soil between
two tunnels, and the development of the lining stress is
restricted, while the outer edge is subject to larger influences.
The maximum stresses of ST and NT are selected from
figures, respectively, and the trend of the variation is to rise
first (as indicated by N(M)MP1∼4) and then decrease (as
indicated by N(M)MP4∼7). The change also reflects the
heave deformation law of existing tunnels in Figure 13(b).
3.3. Piled Foundation Settlement and Pressure. Figures 15
and 16 show the three-dimensional distribution of the final
settlement value and the axial stress of piles, respectively.
Obviously, for 5-1∼5-5, as the pile on the left side is closer to

the underpass, the disturbance during the construction
process has a greater impact on it, causing the left pile to
generate greater axial stress than the right pile (as shown in
Figure 16) and resulting in larger settlement. For 1-1∼1-5,
the tunneling direction is parallel to the direction of pile
arrangement, so the settlement value of the left pile should
be considered due to the longer time affected by tunneling.
In addition, the settlement of pile has a linear relationship
with the value of axial stress in pile, as shown in Figure 17.
Also, the maximum settlement of piles 5-1∼5-5 and 1-1∼1-5
is shown in Figure 18. Both the settlement curve of piles in Y
plane (orange curve) and in X plane (red curve) are similar to
the shape of S.

4. Discussion
4.1. Ground Settlement. According to the monitoring data in
Section 3.1, we can construct the transverse settlement
curves of the ground surface. The magnitude and shape of
a settlement curve are influenced by multiple factors such as
tunnel dimensions and buried depth. Therefore, it is difficult
to quantify every parameter affecting ground surface settlement. It is widely reported that the settlement curve for
a single tunnel takes the shape of an inverted Gaussian
distribution curve symmetrical to the tunnel axis. Using
a Gaussian distribution curve to describe ground settlement
curve was first proposed by Peck [7] and later verified by
field and laboratory tests [17]. The shape of the settlement
curve can be described by using the following equation:
S  Smax · exp

−x2
,
(2i2 )

(1)

where x is the distance from the central line of a tunnel, i
(or trough width) is the distance from the tunnel center line
to the inflection of the trough, and Smax is the maximum
settlement.
In this section, we try to use the proposed Gaussian
distribution curve to estimate the settlement curve of the
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ground surface under the effect of enlarging the existing
rectangular underpass. As shown in Figure 12(b), the maximum settlement of the ground surface Smax  18.693 mm.
After many comparisons and attempts and based on the
principle that the integer is easy to estimate, i  12 is
determined. The calculation result is shown in Figure 19. It
can be seen from the figure that, within the range of ±12 m
from the center line of the underpass, the results calculated
by Formula (1) are well fitted with the results of the field
observation, which indicates that the formula is available
within a certain range of the effect of tunneling on the
ground surface.
The reason of errors at both ends of the curve in
Figure 19 is the geometric properties of the rectangular
tunnel. As the formula is based on the circular tunneling,
the stress concentration at the corner of the rectangular
tunnel will lead to different effects from the circular
tunneling.
In previous reports, many studies on the ground settlement induced by parallel tunneling were introduced
[48, 49]. A common practice is to superpose the independent
transverse settlement curves calculated for each individual
excavation to obtain the final accumulative settlement curve.
The shape of the settlement curve can be described by using
the following equation:

Settlement of ground surface (mm)
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Figure 19: Calculation results and settlement value of GMP1∼7.

S  Smax 1 · exp−

(x + L/2)2
(x − L/2)2
 + Smax 2 · exp−
,
2
2i1
2i22

(2)

where the subscript numbers 1 and 2 stand for the first
tunnel excavated and the second tunnel excavated and L is
the horizontal distance between the central lines of the twin
tunnels.
This calculation method has been proved to be suitable
for laboratory tests [49, 50], and it has also been used by
researchers [15, 51]. However, for the case of analyzing the
ground settlement caused by single tunnel construction
under the effect of existing two tunnels, this method has not
been adopted. In this study, the ground settlement of GMP41∼5 was calculated by using Formula (2). In order to facilitate the study, referring to the characteristic of the curve,
all values are fitted after adding 19. It is found that when
Smax 1  3 mm, Smax 2  4.3 mm, i1  4.5, and i2  4, the curve
fits well. And then all values of the fitted curve minus 19 to
return to the original value. The calculation result is shown
in Figure 20.
4.2. Heave of Existing Tunnels. By reviewing literatures
[52–56], minimal attention has been given to the effects of
above-crossing tunnel construction on the underlying
existing tunnels. Chen [57] and Ding [58] carefully reported
the monitoring results of the longitudinal vertical displacements of the exiting Metro Line-2 tunnels due to the abovecrossing of Metro line-8 twin tunnels in Shanghai. The heave
of the exiting tunnel was observed during and after abovecrossing tunnel excavation. After observing the characteristics
of the heave curve shown in Figure 13(b), we can find that it
could also be described by the Gaussian distribution curve
reasonably, which has also been proposed by Zhu [59].
The heave curve of two existing tunnels is analyzed by
Formula (1). Using the same method as above, Smax 
7.26 mm and i  12 were taken in South Tunnel, and Smax 
5.49 mm and i  12 were taken in North Tunnel. The
calculation results are shown in Figure 21. The same
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characteristics as ground settlement occurred, and the error
of the ﬁtting curve was acceptable within a range of ±12 m
from the central line of underpass, but beyond this range, the
deviation was larger. This phenomenon can also be considered as the eﬀect of stress concentration at the corner of
the rectangular tunnel during tunneling.

4.3. Settlement of Piles. In this paper, arctangent function is
proposed to be used to describe the settlement characteristics of piles. The shape of the settlement curve can be
described by using the following equation:
S � μ · arctan x − H,

(3)

where μ is a proportional coeﬃcient (unit is mm/°), x is the
distance from the central pile, H is the settlement value of
the central pile, and the degree measure is used in arctangent function. The ﬁtting results of piles settlement are
shown in Figures 22(a) and 22(b), respectively. μ � 1/80
and H � 6.571 were taken in piles of 5-1∼5-5, and μ � 1/60
and H � 9.473 were taken in piles of 1-1∼5-1. According to
the spatial distribution of piles, the layout of piles numbered 5-1∼5-5 is vertical to the underpass tunneling, so the
settlement of piles is only aﬀected by the single factor of
spatial position, and the ﬁtting curve is in good agreement
with the ﬁeld observation data, as shown in Figure 22(a).
However, the layout of piles numbered 1-1∼5-1 is parallel
to the underpass tunneling, so the settlement of piles is no
longer only aﬀected by the location, and the time of each
pile aﬀected by tunneling becomes the main factor.
A variety of factors lead to a large diﬀerence between the
ﬁeld observation data and the ﬁtting curve, as shown in
Figure 22(b).

5. Conclusion
This article presents a series of ﬁeld measuring data of
adjacent existing structures (including tunnels and piles)
and ground surface during enlarging the existing rectangular underpass. The study focuses on the structural
deformation that is more concerned in engineering
and provides experience for similar projects in the future.
The following conclusions can be summarized from this
study:
(1) Based on the speciﬁc condition in this study, the
Gaussian distribution curve and its superposition
method are applicable for case of enlarging the
rectangular tunnel.
(2) The Gaussian distribution curve can also be applied
to the heave deformation caused by tunneling.
(3) Due to the lack of theoretical research, the tangent
function is proposed to be suitable for the settlement
of piled foundation aﬀected by enlarging the rectangular tunnel.
(4) The geometry of a rectangular tunnel may have an
additional eﬀect on the deformation of surrounding
structures.
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